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ABSTRACT
The CV transition (orPIVOT) is an area at which the maximum of
new spectral information coincides with rapidly rising intensity.
These acoustic characteristics ofPIVOTs are among the most sa-
lient events in speech [1,2]. It has been shown [3] that spectral
changes whose response in the auditory nerve is predominantly an
onset of firing (like in the CV transition) are much more perceptu-
ally salient than those producing an offset [4]. The auditory sa-
lience of the acoustic event at the transition to the vowel has been
described as an ideal mark for the synchronization of the segmen-
tal and the prosodic stream [5, 2]. Indeed research on the percep-
tion of pitch [6] and duration [7] underscores the role of thePIVOT.
In this study I argue thatPIVOT is a landmark for articulatory phas-
ing as well. In the acoustic investigation of CCV and VCC stop-
clusters in Polish I show thatPIVOT is impervious to gestural over-
lap.The fact that there are no significant differences in transitions
between CV and CCV syllables shows that speech rate is imple-
mented as temporal compression (higher articulatorySTIFFNESS)
and not as gestural overlap in initial clusters. It is suggested that the
implementation of the articulatorySTIFFNESS parameter is depen-
dent on the auditory salience restrictions and that it is highly cor-
related with thePIVOT.

1. INTRODUCTION
ThePIVOT, the area of highest magnitude and rate of acoustic vari-
ation, serves as a synchronization point of the segmental and the
prosodic stream. The perceptual strategies for the prosodic cues
are switched on and off around this area. The experimental results
in [7] show that listeners start paying attention to duration after the
PIVOT, ignoring duration variation in the consonantal cluster that
precedes it. The other likely triggers of perception, the P-centre
[8], and the intensity maximum (cf. Fig. 1) are shown to be less rel-
evant as synchronization points for duration perception [7].

Figure 1. Schematic representation of thePIVOT, P-centre and in-
tensity maximum (syllable [sa:s]). Cf. [7:81]

The ’defective’ perception of duration in syllabic onsets
makes the consonantal clusters preceding thePIVOT weightless.
Goedemans [7] shows that such weightless segments show a pecu-
liar behavior in the sound systems of the languages of the world.
For example, the absence of the onset-sensitive stress systems may
be now principally accounted for.

A similar asymmetry appears at aPIVOT during the perception
of tone. House [6, 9] has defended a thesis according to which
pitch sensitivity decreases as signal complexity increases. Consid-
er the distribution of new spectral information within a CVC sylla-
ble presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the new spectral information
distribution within the CVC syllable [9]

The peak of new spectral information at the CV transition (cf.
Fig.2) inhibits the perception of tone in this area. It has been shown
in a series of experiments that the same pitch contours are per-
ceived quite differently depending on the area of the segmental
string with which they are aligned. For example, the identical fall-
ing contour in Fig.3 is perceived as a low tone, a falling tone or a
high tone, depending on its point of synchronization with thePIV-

OT

Figure 3. Schematic representation of a falling pitch contour with
three different alignment points within the CVC syllable [9]
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In this contribution I argue that speech parameters that deter-
mine the segmental articulatory timing are also synchronized with
thePIVOT. Similar assumptions have been proposed in recent pho-
netic research. It has been argued that phasing relations among ar-
ticulatory gestures are predictably synchronized, in the sense that
individual gestures are articulatorily bound [10]. Articulatory
binding generalization observes that laryngeal articulation are
bound to the release of the stop consonant. The transition interval
from a voiceless stop into a following vowel is an acoustically sa-
lient event and laryngeal articulations are synchronized with this
event so that they may achieve maximal acoustic salience. Phonet-
ic and phonological literature provides further cases of functional-
ly constrained gestural synchronization [11, 12, 13]. However, all
accounts of phasing relations in speech seem to concentrate on ac-
counting for the phenomena where articulations overlap. Accord-
ing to the current work on articulatory phasing the fact to be ex-
plained in the pervasive lack of “temporal discreetness” in gestural
organization [14]. For example, [15] provides acoustic evidence
for temporal overlap of the two closure gestures in English. Zsiga
[15] shows that in VCC [Vd#p, Vd#t, Vd#k] clusters there is sig-
nificant evidence of C2 in the VC formant transitions. This gestur-
al overlap effect is present even at the moderate speech rates and,
interestingly, there is no evidence of a direct relationship between
increased speaking rate and increased gestural overlap [15: 136].
The lack of temporal discreetness of the stop closure gestures is ev-
ident for all subjects and in all phonological contexts.

Is this well-attested overlapping of gestures an inescapable
feature of all speech coding mechanisms? I suppose not! There are
cases where temporal discreetness is perceptually required and ar-
ticulatorily implemented [16]. One of such cases is the asymmetric
behavior of closure gestures in Polish. Polish allows for complex
obstruent clusters in the onset (e.g.bwzdzvagva’jew’s-harp’) and
also in the coda. Hence, the phasing properties of clusters preced-
ing and following thePIVOT can be tested here within the same lan-
guage.

2. METHODS
2.1. Materials and procedure
A series of eight highly frequent Polish words minimally differing
in the closure cluster in the onset and in the coda were selected.
Three pairs showed a critical difference in the onset (to ’this’ - kto
’who’; pic ’to drink’ - kpic ’to mock’; tak ’yes’ - ptak ’bird’). One
pair illustrated the critical difference in the coda (tak ’yes’ - takt
’beat’). Each word was placed in a frame in which the syntactic
structure was kept constant. The order of the sentences was ran-
domized. The experimenter instructed the subjects to repeat each
sentence 8 times, reading at a normal, rapid-familiar rate. In total
64 utterances were obtained from each subject.

Four subjects, two men and two women in their thirties, all
native speakers of Polish and all resident in Warsaw volunteered
for the experiment. The subjects were recorded in a sound-proof
room using the professional recording equipment.

2.2. Analysis
2.2.1. Acoustic analysis.
Acoustic analysis has been performed on all tokens. The tokens
were digitized at a 16 kHz sampling rate, and analysed usingFOR-

MANT analysis routines in the ESPS program. Within this proce-
dure the formant frequencies are selected from candidates pro-
posed by solving for the roots of the linear prediction polynomial
computed periodically from the speech waveform. Dynamic pro-
gramming is used to optimize formant trajectory estimates by im-
posing frequency continuity constraints. The local costs of all pos-
sible mappings of the complex roots to formant frequencies are
computed at each frame based on the frequencies and bandwidths
of the component formants for each mapping. The cost of connect-
ing each of these mappings with the mappings in the previous
frame is then minimized using a modified Viterbi algorithm. This
procedure is optimal for the estimation of formant trajectories.

The formant trajectories (∆ F’s) for F2 and F3 were calculat-
ed. The formant trajectory provides a more intuitive and easily in-
terpretable characterization of the coarticulatory influence of a
consonant upon a vowel than does the Hz value of a formant any-
where within the vowel. For the calculation of the trajectories, the
formants were measured at two points: in the mid-point of the
vowel preceding or following the consonant sequence, and at the
edge of the vowel immediately before or after the closure. The
edge point was defined using two criteria [15]: it was the first/last
frame in which distinct formants were visible in the spectrogram;
it coincided with a steeply changing amplitude envelope in the vo-
calic portion of the waveform. The mid-point of the vowel was de-
termined using also two criteria: it was the time average between
the two edge points; it coincided with the highest F1 value which
corresponds to the maximal jaw opening or “sonority peak” of the
vowel. In nearly all cases the criteria picked out the same point. In
the few cases where they did not, the “sonority” (highest F1) crite-
rion was preferred to determine the mid-point, and the “visible for-
mant” criterion was decisive for the edge-point.

2.2.2. Exploratory data analysis
For the statistical analysis, the data for each of the four subjects
were analyzed separately. Analysis of variance (subject by subject
repeated measurement ANOVA) was carried out on the F2 and F3
transitions to determine if they differed significantly (post hoc
Tukey HSD Test was performed) according to the neighboring
consonant sequence.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Differences in∆F’s preceding the consonant sequences
It is assumed that in VC1C2 sequences only the edge formant val-
ue is affected by the consonant(s). Since mid-point value is not di-
rectly affected by the C2,∆F is equivalent to the vowel edge value
as a measure of C2 influence upon the vowel [15]. The differences
in ∆F’s depict contrasts between VC and VCC sequences, as well
as contrasts between VCC sequences which differ as to the place
of articulation of C2 . These contrasts, predicted by the gestural
speech dynamics models and found in the analyses of English
VCC clusters, were found in the formant transitions before the
consonant sequences in our Polish data too. Across the speakers,
for the transition into /kt/ in [takt] ’beat’, F3 fell less steeply and
F2 rose less sharply than in the transition into /k/ in [tak] ’yes’. Fig-
ure 4 plots the mean formant transitions preceding /kt/ and /k/, av-
eraging across all measured values. The analysis of variance re-
vealed highly significant effects (α = 0.001,p = 0.015) on both F2
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and F3 due to the cluster final consonant. The ’anticipatory’ coar-
ticulation effect is clearly present in the double closure data.

Figure 4. Mean formant transitions in [tak]  and [takt]

3.2. Differences in∆F’s following the consonant sequences
The contrasts in coarticulation predicted and found in the formant
transitions before the consonant sequences were not found in tran-
sitions after the consonant sequences. The consonant type preced-
ing a vowel does have a significant influence on the type of transi-
tion (measured∆F) of the following vowel in a CV syllable,
however, the C1 of the C1C2V does not significantly modify the
formant transition into the vowel. The∆F values and their signifi-
cance levels are given in Table I at the top of the page. Thus, the
’carryover’ coarticulatory effect is absent in the double closure da-
ta.

4. DISCUSSION
The experiment has shown that the acoustic evidence for gestural
overlap in consonant sequences is present only in the VCC se-
quences, i.e. gestural sequences following thePIVOT. This overlap
is evidenced in the acoustic output as influence of the second con-
sonant on the vowel-to-consonant formant transitions (∆F’s) as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4. The formant transitions into a velar stop were
found to differ significantly as a function of a following alveolar
stop. This result suggests that the two closure gestures following a
vowel are not discrete. In a word like [takt] the movement of the

tongue tip towards the closure of [t] begins before the closure of
[k] is completed.

The gestural overlap is, however, avoided (or prohibited) in
the initial double closure CCV sequences. The data provided in Ta-
ble 1 shows, that the first closure of the CCV cluster is not evi-
denced in the formant transition into the vowel. Practically in all
word pairs critical to our experiment (i.e. to-kto, pic-kpic, tak-
ptak) there is no significant difference in the∆F’s of the vowel fol-
lowing the closure1. The ’carryover’ effect in double closure is ab-
sent. Hence, in the case of [kto] the complete velar gesture (closure
and release) appears to precede the alveolar gesture. Similarly, in
[ptak] the labial gesture is fully achieved before the alveolar ges-
ture is started. By analogy, the velar gesture in [kpic] is completed
before the labial closure is attempted at. This gestural discreetness,
evidenced in the lack of significant differences in∆F’s following
the double closure clusters, is inconsistent with models of gestural
masking. These models assume that in any act of speaking articu-
lations overlap, and that “the different kinds of gestures go on si-
multaneously, and thus there are no borders perpendicular to the
time axis in an articulatory or an acoustic record to separate one
segment from another” [17: 114]. Our evidence suggests, that at
least in the acoustic records of Polish CCV vs. VCC closure clus-
ters there is an asymmetry of gestural control. In VCC closure
there is evidence that the gestures of the second consonant begin
before the closure for the first consonant is completely reached. In
CCV closure clusters, however, such evidence is missing. The clo-
sure clusters which follow and precede the vowel differ systemat-
ically as far as the degree of their temporal compression is con-
cerned. Table 2 summarizes the∆F differences for the relevant
word pairs considered in this study.

5. CONCLUSION
In the present study we have illustrated another case of asymmetry
in the vicinity of an area of maximal spectral change (thePIVOT).
The asymmetry concerns coarticulatory properties of closure/
opening gestures of the stop consonants. In the context following
thePIVOT these gestures clearly overlap, however, before thePIV-

OT these same gestures preserve temporal distinctness. In front of
thePIVOT the mechanisms in charge of articulatory control appear
to be set differently than after thePIVOT.

vowel mid vowel offset
800

1300

1800

2300

2800

3300

a.Values are significant at (***)α = 0.001
b.Significant at p = 0.015

subject bd
∆F2 ∆F3

km
∆F2 ∆F3

gd
∆F2 ∆F3

mk
∆F2 ∆F3

C influence upon∆Fa 90.69*** 44,36*** 57,74*** 21,23*** 65,35*** 24,71*** 63,55*** 129,2***

non-significant values
at following word pairs

kpic - pic
kto - to
ptak - tak

kpic - pic
kto - to
ptak - tak
kpic - to

kpic - pic
kto - tob

ptak - tak
tak - to
ptak - to

kpic - pic
kto - to
ptak - tak
kto - pic
kto - tak
tak - to

kpic - pic
kto - to
ptak - tak
kto - tak
tak -to

kpic - pic
kto - to
ptak - tak
kpic - to
pic - to

kpic - pic
kto - to
ptak - tak
kto - tak

kpic - pic
kto - to
ptak - tak

Table 1. Subject by subject ANOVA on∆F’s.
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I conjecture that, analogically to the cases of asymmetrical
control of pitch and weight, thePIVOT contributes to the asymmet-
rical implementation of articulatorySTIFFNESS. ArticulatorySTIFF-

NESS is estimated from the ratio of a movements peak velocity and
displacement (amplitude) [18]. It turns out to be a central single
parameter of motor control [19], which preserves its descriptive
power across various phonetic and phonological contexts and
which retains its stability across various speech styles (i.e. slow-
colloquial, rapid-familiar speech ratios). It is assumed that resting
STIFFNESS is a parameter being controlled by the nervous system
[20]. HigherSTIFFNESS results in more crisp, more precisely timed
articulatory gestures, whereas lowerSTIFFNESS allows for articula-
tory overlap. I suggest thatSTIFFNESS is under explicit control in
speech production and that the control mechanism is aligned with
thePIVOT.

NOTES
1. For one speaker (km) there is a significant difference of F2 transition in
a word pairto-kto. In this one case there appears to be evidence for the velar
closure in the∆F transition from the edge to the mid of the vowel. The level
of significance is, however, lower than in the mirror image cases.
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bd gd km mk

tak - ptak
∆F2
DF3

ns
ns

ns
ns

ns
ns

ns
ns

to - kto
∆F2
∆F3

ns
ns

ns
ns

*
ns

ns
ns

pic - kpic
∆F2
∆F3

ns
ns

ns
ns

ns
ns

ns
ns

tak -takt
∆F2
∆F3

***
***

***
***

***
*

***
***

Values are significant at (***)α = 0.001 and (*) p = 0.015. ns = non significant

Table 2.∆F differences between critical word pairs.
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